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SUMMARY

Ibn Al-Yasamin (d. 1204) received his
higher education in Western Maghrib and, for
a period of time, in Sevilla. He is known to
have taught in this andalusian town around
1190 using his poem on algebra intitled al-
Urjuza fi’l-jabr wa’l-muqabala as a basis.

In this paper we propose a translation into
English of al-Urjuza, with a descriptive analy-
sis of the terminology and concepts used in its
mathematical section.

RÉSUMÉ

Ibn Al-Yasamin (mort en 1204) a pour-
suivi une formation supérieure au Maghreb
Extrême et aussi pendant quelque temps à
Séville. On rapporte que dans cette cité
andalouse il aurait utilisé vers 1190 le poème
al-Urjuza fi’l-jabr wa’l-muqabala comme
base de son enseignement de l’algèbre.

Dans cet article, nous présentons la traduc-
tion en anglais de l’Urjuza accompagnée d’une
analyse descriptive de la terminologie et des
concepts utilisés dans sa partie mathématique.
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I. Who is Ibn Al-Yasamin?

Ibn Al-Yasamin,1 Abu M. cAbd Allah b. M. b. Hajjaj Al-‘Adrini, who was
descended from the Berber tribe of Banu Hajjaj of Qalacat Fandalawa, was born
in the Twelfth century and was black like his mother. He received his higher edu-
cation for a period of time in Sevilla where, around 1190, he taught his poem in
algebra al-Urjuza fi’l-jabr wa’l-muqabala.2 He lived during a period of upheavals,
corresponding to the advent of the Almohad Dynasty whose rulers extended their
dominion over the whole of North Africa and part of Spain from 1155 to 1269.
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The city of Marrakech was then the capital of the Almohads, but some other
cities also grew into important cultural and scientific centers: such was the case
with Sevilla and Grenada in the south of Al-Andalus, and with Ceuta, Fès, Bejaïa
and Tunis in North Africa.3 The chronicler Ibn al-Abbar (d. 1260) emphasizes
the fame of Ibn al-Yasamin, as a great figure well-versed in the fields of literature
and languages, able to produce texts in prose or verse, such as muwashshamat set
to music and sung in his time. Ibn al-`Abar further suggests that he was on famil-
iar terms with the Almohad Caliph al-Mansur (1184-1199), as well as with his
son, Caliph an-Napir (1199-1213).

However, Ibn al-Yasamin was murdered in 1204 ; his mangled body was
found lying in front of his house in Marrakech.

II. Ibn Al-Yasamin’s mathematical production

Ibn Ibn al-Yasamin fame today rests chiefly on his mathematical work and its
impact on the teaching of mathematics in North Africa and the Middle-East.
Among his works,4 two of his mathematical poems are still extant: the first on
roots (al-Urjuza fi’l-judhur) and the most famous one on algebra (al-Urjuza fi’l-
jabr wa’l-muqabala). A third poem dealing with proportions (al-Urjuza fi’l-kaffat)
is attributed by Shawqi (1988) and Zemouli (1999) to ibn al-Yasamin. However
his most elaborate, though not so well known mathematical work, is his treatise
on algebra (Talqih al-‘afkar fi-l camali bi rushum al-ghubar).5

The Poem on algebra (al-Urjuza fi’l-jabr wa’l-muqabala) consists of 54 lines,
introducing different terms used in algebra and standard resolutions of all the six
canonical equations. It includes:

— Thanks addressed to the Creator and His Prophet (lines 1-2);
— A tribute to the author’s mathematics teacher: Muhammad ibn Qasim to

whom he dedicates al-Urjuza (the poem) and justifications for composing
it (lines 3-10);

— The terminology of algebra (lines 11-13);
— Presentation of the six types of canonical equations of degrees 1 and 2

(lines 14-15);
— Solutions of the three types of canonical equations of degree 1 (lines 16-

21);
— Solutions of the three types of canonical equations of degree 2 (lines 22-

34);
— Solutions of quadratic equations where the coefficient of x2 is not equal

to 1 (lines 35-38);
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— Restoration and confrontation (lines 39-40);
— Operations on monomial expressions (lines 41-50);
— The rule of signs (lines 51-52);
— A prayer (line 53).

Presenting this poem, Ibn Al-Haim (d. 1412) says: «Ibn Yasamin’s expression is
so delightful that many memorized the poem, and the propositions that it contains are
so elaborate that many had to explain them.» (Abdeljaouad, [2003, 57])

From the Thirteenth century on, Ibn Al-Yasamin’s poem on algebra became
indeed a prerequisite for students wishing to learn algebra. Commentaries on the
poem flourished in the Maghrib and in Egypt.There are 20 commentaries known
extant,6 including those of Ibn Qunfudh (d. 1404), Ibn Al-Ha’im (d. 1412), Al-
cIraqi (d. 1423), Al-Qalapadi (d. 1486), Al-Maradini (d. 1506) and Al-Anpari (d.
1661).

III. Al-Urjuza Al-Yasaminiya fi’l-jabr wa’l-muqabala
(Ibn Al-Yasamin’s mathematical poem on algebra)

1. Praise be to God for blessing us with
His teaching and enlightenment.

2. God’s prayers be for ever
on his chosen Prophet Muhammad.

3. Thanks are due to the bright learned scholar,
our master Muhammad ibn Qasim,

4. Who elucidated what was obscure,
and made easier and understandable baffling intricacies.

5. May God bless him for it and bestow
His reward on him in the hereafter.

6. Those in need of assistance have made a request,
which I cannot do otherwise than fulfill.

7. They have asked me to introduce algebra
in few metrically ordered lines,

8. Arranged according to the Rajz meter,
highly meaningful and concisely put.

9. Though I made every effort to be excused,
it was all in vain;

10. I wrote it with due apologies,
so let the reader forgive any lapses therein.

11. Algebra rests upon three:
amwal , numbers, then roots.
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12. The mal is every square number,
and its root one of its sides.

13. The absolute number relates
neither to the amwal nor to the roots. Do understand!

14. Thing and root mean the same,
just as the terms father and progenitor.

15. They may be equal to an isolated number,
or added to other species.

16. These are six well-ordered equations,
half of which compound, and half simple.

17. The first one, under the current terminology,
consists in equating amwal with roots.

18. When they are equated with numbers,
you obtain the next equation. Mind what I say!

19. And when you equate roots with a number,
you get the third equation accordingly.

20. Divide by the amwal if you find them,
and by the roots if you don’t.

21. These are the simple equations,
the solution of which is a root, except for the intermediate one.

22. For this, the solution is one mal,
if the problem leads to it.

23. Do be aware, may God guide you, that the number
is isolated in the first compound equation.

24. And in the second, roots are also isolated,
and the amwal in the next.

25. Take the square of half the things,
and carefully add it to the numbers;

26. Extract the root of the result,
then subtract the half, and you will unveil the secret.

27. What remains corresponds to the root of the mal,
and that is your fourth type of equation.

28. In the next, from the squaring subtract the number,
and the root of what remains will serve your purpose,

29. And you may subtract it from or add it to
your halving of the roots, as you choose.

30. One is the root of the mal by subtraction,
and the other the root by addition.

31. If the squaring is equal to the number,
then its root is the halving without diminution.
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32. And if it is smaller than the number,
you realize that there is no solution.

33. Now that we have done with the fifth equation,
let us explain the solution of the sixth.

34. Append the squaring to your numbers,
and extract the root of this sum,

35. Add to the halving what you got,
and you obtain the root sought.

36. Reduce the amwal if many,
and restore the fraction if incomplete,

37. So that it yields a full mal,
and take either into account for the remaining terms.

38. Or you may multiply the mal by the numbers
and apply on it what precedes,

39. Then divide the intermediary root by
the number of amwal. There is your final solution.

40. If there is a subtractive term in an equation,
add its additive form to the equal term.

41. Once restoration is done, do the confrontation
by taking off corresponding equal terms.

42. Then I shall deal with ranks,
in few words, but comprehensively.

43. The root comes first, followed by the mal,
then by the cube which is autonomous.

44. On these they are all based,
whatever their number, indefinitely.

45. In multiplications, take the rank of both factors,
and you will thus know the rank of the product.

46. For each cube repeated count three,
and two for each mal.

47. For each root, count invariably one,
but for numbers, no rank is known.

48. If you multiply a number by a species,
the result is beyond doubt this same species.

49. In both species, the result of any division
is undoubtedly a number.

50. The rank of the result of any division of the higher species
is the excess of the ranks.

51. I mean its positioning.
The result of the reverse is the original statement.
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52. The multiplication of any additive or any subtractive term
by a term of the same kind is additive for the seeker,

53. Its multiplication by an opposite is subtractive.
Do understand and may God guide you !

54. Then God’s peace and prayers
be on the Prophet, as long as Light prevails.

IV. Descriptive analysis of the mathematical
sections of the poem: lines 11-53.

Lines 11-12-13-14:Terminology

al-jabr (algebra) is the name of the art of algebra. This is an abbreviation for
al-jabr wa’-muqabala.

The three terms mal, jidhr and cadad relates to species which are defined in
the next lines.

Mal is clearly defined as any square number.We shall find it used 14 times in
the poem, sometimes as malan (exactly one mal), al-mal (the square number, the
square of the unknown), amwal (plural of mal). In medieval Europe mal was
translated by the Latin word census and the Italian word censo. In modern nota-
tion it is represented by x2.

Jidhr (root) is certainly the most recurrent term in this poem (20 times), some-
times as jidhrun (a root), al-jidhr (the root), ajdhar (roots), al-ajdhar (the roots).

In line 14, the two words shay (thing) and jidhr are said to be equivalent.That
means that jidhr is also used for the unknown (our modern x). In medieval
Europe shay was translated by the Latin word res and the Italian word cosa.

Lines 15-16 : Presentation of the six canonical equations of degrees 1 and 2

The first type, called simple equation, are obtained by equating one species
to another species.The second type, called compound equations, are obtained by
equating one species to the sum of the two other species.

Lines 17-19: Definition of the three simple equations

Type I: Amwal equal roots. (modern representation: ax2 = bx where a and b
∈ Q+.)

Type II: Amwal equal a number. (modern representation: ax2 = c where a and
c ∈ Q+.)

Type III: Roots equal a number. (modern representation: bx = c where b and
c ∈ Q+.)



This is the order for simple equations adopted by most successors of al-
Khwarizmi (9th c.) and Abu Kamil (10th c.), but al-Karaji (11th c.), as-Samaw’al
(12th c.), al-Kashi (15th c.), and al-cAmili (17th c.) adopt the III-I-II sequence,
while al-Mippipi (10th c.), al-Biruni (11th c.), al-Khayyam (12th c.), al-Qurashi
(13th c.) and Sharaf ad-Din at-Qusi (13th c.) follow the III-II-I sequence
[Djebbar, 1980, 9-10].

Lines 20-21-22: Solutions of simple equations

«Divide the amwal» means divide terms on both side of the equation by the
number of amwal.

«if you find them» means whenever the coefficient of the x2 is different from 0,
as is the case in type I and II equations.

ax2 = bx → x2 = x → x2 = x → x = .

ax2 = c → x2 = → x2 = .

«and by the roots if you don’t» means divide terms on both side of the equation
by the number of roots when a = 0, that is for the type III equations.

bx = c → x2 = → x = .

For type I and III equations the solution is a root, while for the second type
it is one mal.

Lines 23-24 : Definition of the three compound equations

The order of each type is given according to which species is isolated from the
two others.

Type IV: Isolated numbers.

Amwal and roots equal a number. (ax2 + bx = c where a , b and c ∈ Q+)

Type V: Isolated roots.

Amwal and a number equal roots. (ax2 + c = bx where a , b and c ∈ Q+)

Type VI: Isolated amwal.

Roots and a number equal amwal. (bx + c = ax2 where a , b and c ∈ Q+)

This is the traditional order for compound equations found in most all Arabic
treatises.
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c
a

c
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b
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a
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Lines 25-26-27: Solution of normalized equations of type IV

x2 + bx = c where b and c ∈ Q+)

Ibn Al-Yasamin provides the reader with traditional algorithmic recipe-like
method for finding the solution of compound equations. These rules work only
for a normalized equation, that is an equation where the coefficient a of the
amwal is equal to 1. This precaution is not explicitly enunciated by the author.

«half the thing»: this is the only time the term shay ( the unknown number, the
thing) is used. So, in spite of the logical equivalence between jidhr and shay, the
latter is clearly associated with setting up the equation, while the former is the
root of the equation, but the author prefers jidhr.

The algorithm as stated in these verses can be shown in diagrams as follows:

Lines 28-29-30-31-32-33: Solution of normalized equations of type V

x2 + c = bx where b and c ∈ Q+)

In verse 28 we are asked to subtract the number from the squaring done in
line 24.

In line 29, we are left with two choices, either subtracting the radical from 
or adding it to 

First solution: (root of the mal by subtraction)

Second solution: (root of the mal by addition)

Line 31: If , then the solution is x = x
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Line 32: If , then the equation has no solution.

Lines 33-34: Solution of normalized equations of type VI

bx + c = x2 where b and c ∈ Q+)

Lines 35-36-37-38: Normalizing equations.

Ibn Al-Yasamin proposes two ways for dealing with non-normalized equa-
tions.

The first method consists in normalizing them by either maqq or jabr.

— maqq (reducing to 1) is the operation consisting in replacing coefficient «a»
of the amwal with «1» whenever it is greater than 1. Al-Khwarizmi and
other Arab authors use instead the term radd translated into Latin by
reducere and sometimes by convertere.

— jabr (augmenting to 1) is the operation consisting in replacing by 1 the
coefficient a of the amwal with «1» whenever it is a fraction smaller than
1. Al-Khwarizmi and other Arab authors use instead the term ikmal,
translated into Latin by complere, reintegrare and sometimes restaurare.

The second method adopted by Ibn al-Yasamin himself uses an intermediate
equation and an intermediate root.

— you multiply the amwal by the number.
— you apply on <the intermediate equation> the preceding.
— you divide the resulting intermediate root by the number of amwal.
— It is the solution.

Suppose that you need to resolve an equation of type IV: ax2 + bx = c.

— multiply by the number «a» of amwal : a(ax2 + bx) = ac.
— you get an intermediate equation: X2 + bX = ca, with X = ax.
— you look at solution X0 of this intermediate equation. Ibn Al-Yasamin calls

this solution nanir al-jidhr [the counterpart of the root or the intermedi-
ate root].

— The final solution of the given equation is x
X
a

= 0 .
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As stated in the Urjuza, this rule is unclear, however a few commentators
understood it. In his more elaborate treatise on algebra, Talqih al-afkar, Ibn al-
Yasamin gives many applications of this technique, and, in his commentary on
Ibn al-Yasamin’urjuza, Ibn al-Ha’im explains this technique thoroughly and illus-
trates it with many examples.7

Line 40:The second meaning of the term al-jabr [restoration] 

Al-jabr is the operation consisting in suppressing any subtractive terms from
an equation by adding its additive form to both sides of the equation.

Line 41: Definition of the term al-muqabala [confrontation]

This is a very concise definition of the term al-muqabala which consists in the
removal of equal corresponding quantities occurring on both sides of the equation.

Lines 42-43-44: manzila, pl. manazil,

This word could be translated into «house» pl. «houses», but we prefer using
instead the term «rank» which indicates that roots can be ranked at the first place,
followed by amwal , then cubes, and so on. All (positive) powers of the unknown
will have therefore a rank, (also a degree or an exponent), but no word is said on
monomials of the form xm for m < 0.

Line 45-46-47: The additiveness of ranks is stated ( xn xm = xn+m ) and illus-
trated .The rank of a cube is three, of a mal is 2, of a root is 1, and for numbers,
no rank is known for them is the usual way of signifying that their rank is nil.

Line 48: If N is a number and X a monomial expression, then NX is a mono-
mial expression.

Line 49: If a and b are positive numbers then axn: bxn is a:b.The result of the
division of two monomials of the same degree is a number.

Lines 50: By division of the higher species the author means the division of a
higher species by a lower species, as for example in axn : bxm where n > m. The
excess meant here is the difference n – m of the exponents.

Lines 51: The result of the reverse is the same as the original concerns the divi-
sion of a lower species by a higher one.When dividing axm by bxn where m < n ,
the result is a sentence enunciating «axm divided by bxn.» 

Lines 52-53: These are the standard rules of signs.
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